
 

WOLF ARCHITECTS RECEIVES BEST OF HOUZZ 2015 AWARD  

AS ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S TOP HOME PROFESSIONALS 

 

Over 25 million users in Australia and around the world select the best of  

Home Building, Renovation and Design 

 

Melbourne, February 18h, 2015 – Wolf Architects of 28 Grandview Road, Chadstone has 

been awarded ‘Best of Houzz 2015’ for Design by Houzz.com.au, the leading platform for home 

renovation and design. The award winning international practice was chosen by the more 

than 25 million users that make up the Houzz community (with over 1 million in Australia).  Wolf 

Architects was selected from among more than 500,000 home professionals worldwide! 

 

The Best of Houzz awards fall under two categories: ‘Design’ and ‘Customer Satisfaction’. 

Design awards are granted to home professionals whose work was the most popular among the 

more than 25 million monthly users on Houzz, affectionately known as ‘Houzzers’. Customer 

Satisfaction honours are determined by a variety of factors, including the number and quality of 

client reviews received by a professional in 2014.  

 

Winners of the awards will receive a ‘Best of Houzz 2015’ badge on their profiles to highlight 

their talents to the community.  The badges will highlight the award winner’s popularity and 

satisfaction rating among their peers on Houzz, distinguishing them to Houzzers around the 

world who discover and love their work. 

 

About Wolf Architects:  

Wolf Architects is more than just an International Architectural practice. We are a name that 

represents excellence and this reputation permeates through everything we do from the quality 

of our drawings through to the finished built product. Wolf Architects is a practice that prides 

itself on thinking expansively and always pushing its ideals, combining great design with quality 

service while always being innovative. As such it has won numerous awards with frequent 

appearances in media including national television. Regular invitations to lecture and write 

articles related to architecture or design have established Wolf Architects as not only experts 

but also as a valued opinion in the industry. Working with Wolf Architects means you work with 

interesting people, who stand out amongst the crowd because they don’t always think only like 

architects, but as people who enjoy the art of living. Our brand means you will have a quality 

product whilst also benefitting from our reputation. It carries significant weight and gives a 

statement when trying to gain approvals and in the long term it will enhance resale value. Lastly 

the simple joy of living or working in a space that positively enhances your life is priceless. Thus 

the choice to work with Wolf architects is about having a brand that provides peace of mind. 

 

Jason Chuck, Managing Director of Houzz Australia, says: "It's great to see Wolf Architects 

recognised as the Best of Houzz from across Australia and more than 500,000 businesses 

worldwide. It's a genuine tribute to their expertise when the award is judged by our community 

of homeowners and design enthusiasts who are actively building, renovating and decorating 

their homes." 
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"For homeowners, Houzz.com.au provides them with everything they need to build, renovate or 

decorate their homes, connecting them with not only the best home professionals and products 

from Australia, but also from around the world. Our community in Australia is already over 1 

million and growing every day."  

 

Follow Wolf Architects on Houzz http://www.houzz.com.au/Wolf-Architects 

 

About Houzz 

Houzz is the leading platform for home renovation and design, providing people with everything 

they need to improve their homes from start to finish – online or from a mobile device. From 

decorating a room to building a custom home, Houzz connects millions of homeowners, home 

design enthusiasts and home improvement professionals across the country and around the 

world. With the largest residential design database in the world and a vibrant community 

powered by social tools, Houzz is the easiest way for people to find inspiration, get advice, buy 

products and hire the professionals they need to help turn their ideas into reality. Headquartered 

in Palo Alto, CA, Houzz also has international offices in Sydney, London, Berlin, Moscow and 

Tokyo.  For more information, visit www.houzz.com.au 
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